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Abstract: This paper tries to talk about the chances of Industry 4.0 with regards to logistics management, since 

suggestions are normal in this domain. The creators seek after the objective of revealing insight on the youthful and 

generally unfamiliar point of the Industry 4.0 with regards to logistics management, in this way following the 

conceptual research approach. From the start, an application model of logistics situated Industry 4.0 as well as centre 

segments of the Industry 4.0 are introduced. Diverse logistics scenarios delineate potential ramifications in practice-

oriented way and are talked about with industrial specialists. The contemplates uncover openings as far as self-

regulation, efficiency and decentralization. Additionally, it becomes evident that the idea of the Industry 4.0 still does 

not have an unmistakable comprehension and isn't completely set up by and by yet. The examinations show the 

implications of potential Industry 4.0 in the setting of Just-in-Sequence/Just-in-Time and the cross-company Kanban 

frameworks in an exact way. Experts could utilize the portrayed situations as a kind of perspective to foster its own 

Industry 4.0 activities, as for logistics management. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In current years, requirements and multifaceted 

nature in manufacturing industry have relentlessly 

expanded. Factors, for example, developing global 

challenge, expanding market unpredictability, 

interest for profoundly individualized items and 

abbreviated item life cycles present genuine 

difficulties to organizations. It appears that current 

approaches of significant worth creation are not fit 

to handle the expanding prerequisites with respect to 

flexibility, sustainability, cost effectiveness, 

stability, adaptability, flexibility. On one hand, 

prerequisites in manufacturing industry have 

expanded. Then again, the fast innovative 

advancement in the later previous has disclosed a 

scope of new business opportunities and potentials. 

Patterns and new maxims, for example, CPS i.e. 

cyber physical system, digitalization, IOS i.e. 

internet of services, IOT i.e. internet of things are 

getting to an ever increasing extent pertinent. 

Against this background, Germany, which is 

outstanding for its solid manufacturing area, 

launched the supposed "Industrie 4.0" activity as a 

feature of its high-tech technique, presenting the 

possibility of a (completely) coordinated industry. 

From that point forward, Industry 4.0 has picked up 

consideration significant likewise past the German 

speaking region and has even recorded as a principle 

subject on 2017 World Economic Forum's 

motivation[1].  

Prophetically, researcher expect that solid industrial 

countries, for example, Germany will possibly stay 

fruitful on the off chance that it figure out how to 

effectively partake in Industry 4.0 activity. In solid 

terms, this implies partaking in the improvement, 

promoting and activity of autonomous, sensor and 

knowledge based, automatic creation frameworks. 

The chances and advantages that are foreseen to join 

Industry 4.0 appear to be complex, for example 

bringing about exceptionally adaptable mass 

production, improvement of value chains, real time 
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coordination, decrease of unpredictability costs or 

the rise of completely new business models and 

services. To the extent the field of the logistics is 

concerned, significant implications are anticipated, 

as well. Truth be told, logistics portrays a proper 

application zone to Industry 4.0. The mix of internet 

of things and cyber physical systems into the 

logistics vows to empower the real time following of 

material streams, improved vehicle taking care of 

just as a precise hazard management, to make 

reference to however a couple of possibilities[2]. 

Indeed, one could contend that the Industry 4.0 in 

pure vision can possibly become reality if the 

logistics is equipped for giving production 

frameworks the required input attributes at right 

time, in correct quality and in correct place. Present 

research still needs steady information about how 

"Fourth Industrial Revolution" is ready to influence 

future businesses. Against this foundation, it follow 

an applied research approach as portrayed by 

researcher, serving an exploratory reason in order to 

give a superior comprehension of this fairly 

unfamiliar subject[3]. The exploration procedure 

can be partitioned into following stages: The first 

stage was committed to narrowing down subject and 

its extension. It was accomplished first by different 

unstructured discourses inside the partnered 

research group of the creators just as through work 

area look into. Following that, the creators directed 

a writing audit on the theme of the Industry 4.0 in 

second stage. The purpose behind analysing past 

what's more, current writing was two bend: On one 

hand, audit was conducted so as to research the 

foundation and source of the Industry 4.0.  

Then again as for the way that the Industry 4.0 has 

gotten a trendy expression as of late yet at the same 

time comes up short on a for the most part 

acknowledged conceptual comprehension – it 

served the motivation behind recognizing its key 

parts and qualities so as to hone the image. In third 

and principle period of this paper, it attempt to 

explore potential ramifications and entanglements of 

the Industry 4.0 in field of the logistics management 

and immediately build what's more, depict various 

situations with respect to explicit concepts ideas. 

The discoveries are condensed in 

recommendations[4]. Besides, eight specialists in 

the supply chain and logistics management field are 

met so as to assess the recommendations. The last 

stage contains (self-) basic audit of the exploration 

procedure and discoveries by the creators. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Industry 4.0 Emergence: 

 

The sector of industry performs a crucial job in 

Europe, filling in as key driver of monetary 

development and bookkeeping for 75% of every 

exports and the 80% of all developments. 

Notwithstanding, European manufacturing scene is 

two bend. While Eastern Germany and Europe 

depict a continually developing industrial sector, 

numerous Western European nations, for example, 

France or Great Britain have encountered 

contracting market shares over the most recent two 

decades. While the Europe has lost approx. 12% of 

the industrial share over  past 25 years, rising nations 

figured out how to twofold its share, representing 

42% of worldwide manufacturing. A couple of years 

prior, Germany began considering activities so as to 

keep up what's more, much foster its job as a 

"trailblazer" in industrial sector. In the long run, the 

Industry 4.0 was freely presented at Hanover Trade 

Fair, displayed as a major aspect of Germany's high-

tech technique in order to get ready and reinforce 

industrial sector regarding to future production 

necessities. While Internet of things is expected to 

take on the main job in the era of Industry 4.0. In 

addition, it is as yet questionable how the Industry 

4.0 will show itself practically speaking and how a 

lot of time that would take. As for a progressively 

exact comprehension of the theme, it presently 

attempt to explain the centre segments of the 

Industry 4.0. 

 

Key Components of Industry 4.0: 

 

Researcher distinguished four key components of 

Industry 4.0 in view of a survey of business and 

academic publications, employing diverse 

publication databases in order to guarantee 

objectivity. 

 

Cyber Physical Systems: 

 

Industry 4.0 is described by an extraordinary 

association by means of the web or other 
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disseminated ledgers thus called cyber physical 

systems, which can be viewed as frameworks that 

bring the virtual and physical world together. All the 

more absolutely, "cyber physical systems" are 

reconciliations of computation with physical 

procedures. Implanted networks monitor and PCs 

and control physical procedures, as a rule with 

criticism circles where physical procedures 

influence computations and so on. Cyber physical 

system understand the combination of these 

networks using numerous sensors, communication 

devices, control processing units and actuators. 

 

Internet of Things: 

 

The expression "Internet of things" got well known 

in the principal decade of 21st century and could be 

viewed as an initiator of the Industry 4.0. Smart 

associated items offer exponentially extending open 

doors for new usefulness, far more prominent 

reliability, a lot higher item usage, and abilities that 

transcend and cut across conventional item limits[5]. 

Additionally researcher note that internet of things 

appears to imagine a general public where all 

individuals approach an undeniable Internet 

condition populated by self-managing, self-

configuring, smart technology anywhere and 

anytime. The IOT is relied upon to open up various 

financial chances and can be viewed as the most 

encouraging innovations with an immense 

troublesome potential. 

 

Internet of Services: 

 

It is regularly said that these are living in purported 

"service society" nowadays. As for that, there are 

solid signs that like IOT, IOS i.e. internet of services 

is developing, in light of the possibility that the 

services are made effectively accessible through 

web advances, permitting organizations what's 

more, and private users to consolidate, make and 

offer new sort of the value added assets. It tends to 

be expected that web based market locations of 

services will perform a key job in future 

businesses[6]. 

 

Smart Factory: 

 

Up to now, IOS, IOT and CPS were presented as 

centre parts of the Industry 4.0. This must be noticed 

that these ideas are firmly connected to one another, 

since CPS convey over the IOS and IOT, 

accordingly empowering the supposed "smart 

factory", that is based on the possibility of a 

decentralized generation framework, in which 

machines, resources and human beings speak with 

one another as normally as in the social network. 

The nearby linkage and communication among 

transport systems, machinery, humans and products 

is relied upon to change the current production logic.  

Along these lines, smart factories   could be viewed 

as another key component of the Industry 4.0. In 

smart industry, items discover its route freely 

through production forms and are effectively 

recognizable and locatable whenever, seeking after 

the possibility of highly flexible, individualized 

large scale manufacturing and cost efficient[7]. 

Researcher note that the smart factories would make 

the expanding multifaceted nature of manufacturing 

forms sensible for the individuals who work there 

also will guarantee that the production can be all the 

while appealing, manageable in an urban condition 

and beneficial. 

 

Implications to the Logistics Management 

 

Approach: 

 

It presently intend to address the inquiry whether the 

logistics management may be influenced by the 

Industry 4.0. In this way, it follow the reasonable 

research approach recommended by researcher. Its 

argumentation depends on a basic application model 

of logistics situated Industry 4.0 as portrayed in Fig. 

1.  Model includes two measurements:  

Physical Supply Chain Measurement: 

Self-controlled logistics and autonomous sub 

frameworks like turnover handling, order processing 

or transport are communicating among one another.  

 

Digital information value chain measurement:   

 

Sensor data and Machine are gathered at level of 

physical thing along whole physical start to finish 

supply chain. By means of a network layer the 

assembled information is accommodated any sort of 

analytics, perhaps bringing about potential value 

included business services. 
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Figure 1: Logistics Oriented Industry 4.0 

Application Model 

 

Selection of Logistics Ideas: 

Its choice depends on three perspectives. In the first 

place, the ideas ought to include a cross-

authoritative part and in this way be firmly identified 

with supply chain and logistics management. As of 

late, papers and articles regularly centre on explicit 

intralogistics regions – for example production 

logistics furthermore, therefore overlook cross-

hierarchical perspectives. Second, the ideas must be 

viewed as significant to the down to earth world as 

far as distribution and acceptance[8]. Third, the 

ideas ought to be susceptive for completely 

automated usage. In such case machines will 

straightforwardly convey and move materials with 

one another without including any unmistakable 

intercession or human work. Ideas JIT/JIS and cross-

organization oriented Kanban are two significant 

operational-level procedures which might be 

influenced by new advancements, for example, 

autonomous transport or IOT. 

 

Just in Sequence (JIS) or Just in Time (JIT): 

 

JIT i.e. just in time is an unmistakable and generally 

acknowledged idea in logistics and production, 

particularly in automotive industry. Like the 

recently talked about Kanban idea, JIT follows the 

lean methodology and is carefully pull oriented, 

implying that material is just produced and delivered 

if there should be an occurrence of a genuine interest 

(Fig. 2). JIT principally centres on the provider 

purchaser relationship and can thusly be viewed as 

an approach of cross-organization. Its principle 

objective is to understand a low-stock or zero supply 

system. Additionally, JIT looks for an interest 

custom-made acknowledgment of products trade 

forms inside and across organizations just as short 

delivery individually cycle durations. At long last, 

JIT objectives to increment in general supply chain 

agility and flexibility. JIT/JIS frameworks by and 

large pass the accompanying procedure steps and 

activities: 

Production order 

Production planning,  

Delivery  

Disposition and production 
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Figure 2: Modified Just in Sequence or Just in 

Time Cycle 

 

 

 

 

 

Cross Company Kanban: 

 

The Kanban idea began in Japan and, as a rule, can 

be viewed as a planning framework in 

manufacturing. The centre trademark is an 

unbending draw direction of the production forms, 

which is the reason terms, for example, pull idea or 

pull framework are frequently utilized 

synonymously. Researcher depicts Kanban as: 

Kanban is essentially the arrangement of providing 

parts and materials exactly at the exact instant these 

are required in the process of factory production 

with the goal that those materials and parts are 

immediately put to utilize. To do as such, station 

which has come up short on material uses alleged 

Kanbans in order to flag the exact amount of 

material that should be provided. The fundamental 

thought behind this idea is that number of Kanbans 

separately canisters or bins decides the greatest 

stock level inside a circle between a providing and a 

getting station. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Inside this paper it indicated that here is no generally 

settled upon definition and comprehension of the 

Industry 4.0. In opinion of researchers, Fourth 

Industrial Revolution could be best depicted as a 

move in manufacturing logic towards the inexorably 

decentralized, automatic methodology of significant 

worth creation, empowered by ideas and 

innovations, for example, IOT, IOS and CPS, 

additive manufacturing or cloud computing, smart 

factories, in order to assist organizations with 

meeting future production necessities. The extensive 

idea of this definition expects organizations to 

exclusively characterize what the Industry 4.0 

intends to them. As a result, there isn't a reality and 

single truth behind this methodology. Therefore, this 

paper underpins a fairly powerful discernment, 

proposing the application model that includes 

various measurements and segments of the Industry 

4.0. Regarding Kanban, an improved interest 

evaluation, dynamic and increasingly effective milk 

runs just as abbreviated cycle durations can be 

normal. To the extent JIT/JIS frameworks are 

concerned, decreased bullwhip impacts, 

exceptionally straightforward and coordinated 

supply chains just as upgrades underway arranging 

are among the potential advantages. In the end, the 

Industry 4.0 possibilities ought to be assessed 

situationally because of the unpredictable idea of the 

logistics management. 
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